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WELCOME TO THE SKIVE AREA

The Skive Area is a special place to live. It lets you lead a greener life – both
via its unique countryside and leading position in terms of climate-friendly
solutions. Strong communities, good schools and an active business community are some of the elements that characterise the area.
In the Skive Area you will find desirable residences and building sites which
will form a basis for your everyday life here. The urban development project
BigBlue Skive is priming Skive for a more climate-friendly future and uniting the
city on both sides of the picturesque river. And finally, development projects
in the rural areas are creating a framework for new strong communities.
No matter where you choose to live, you will always be close to nature with
green woods, wide heathlands and  THE LIMFJORD that is never more than 12
kilometres away, as the crow flies. The area is connected geographically by
the surrounding fjord. And with a 199-kilometre stretch of coast (that is more
than four metres for each resident) and six active harbours, the Skive Area
provides ample opportunity for you to fulfil your dream of living by or close to
the sea. �⟶

STRETCH OF COAST
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WELCOME TO THE SKIVE AREA

adults. The area has an active associational life and
strong, unique communities. It has so much to offer
and provides ample opportunity for you to build and
live the life you want.
PURE LIFE is our brand, and it is about creating growth
and development through green activities. We do
this together and within strong communities, and we
do it to protect and utilise the amazing countryside
surrounding us as well as to develop an area in balance. In short: Community-based green action for
an area in balance, that is what PURE LIFE is all about.
This guide contains tips and insight into the life you
can lead here in the Skive Area. The guide is above
all meant as a source of inspiration with personal
accounts from residents and information about
some of the great experiences, communities and
services the municipality has to offer. It also contains suggestions for interesting daytrips, a map of
the municipality and useful information. The index
at the back also makes it useful as a reference book
that you can use from time to time when looking for
specific information about something relating to the
Skive Area.
Before turning the page, you might want to click at
the box to the right  which directs you to a short
video about PURE LIFE and why it is so important to
us here in the Skive Area.

 WHAT IS PURE LIFE?
LEARN MORE ABOUT PURE LIFE IN THE
VIDEO AND SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTER.
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDE?
Welcome to this guide to the Skive Area. Below is a couple of tips
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 FACTS AND INFO

NAME OF THE CHAPTER

 POINTS OF INTEREST
The guide describes points of interest, e.g. places or attractions.
These include special places here in the Skive Area such as


THE LIMFJORD or  SKIVE YOUTH SCHOOL. Websites have

also been highlighted, e.g. the one belonging to Skive Municipality:  skive.dk.
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 THE MAJORITY OF THE LAMPPOSTS IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY HAVE LED BULBS

45,400
CITIZENS IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY

18.8
IS THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
PUPILS PER CLASS

5,500
PRIVATE COMPANIES

24,500
1,600
MEMBERS OF THE SPORTS CLUBS

NEWCOMERS EACH YEAR

Since 2007 the
municipality has
reduced its CO2
emissions per
capita by 40 %

Community-based green
action for an area in balance.
This is PURE LIFE – and the
brand of the Skive Area.
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 MOST NEWCOMERS COME FROM VIBORG MUNICIPALITY
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NEW
TO THE
AREA?
Every year many internationals relocate to Skive Municipality.
Each family has a unique story, and we hope this guide will
motivate you to explore your new home region and find activities for your leisure time in the Skive Area. If you click on the
box below, you can find information and learn more about
practical matters to attend to when settling in Skive Municipality.


 FOR INTERNATIONALS
INFORMATION ON HOW TO
SETTLE IN QUICKLY.

GET ACCUSTOMED TO LIFE AND THE AREA
Find friends and enjoy Danish customs. And if you really want to become part of
Danish society, find an “association” to take part in.

t HARBOUR FESTIVAL, SKIVE MARINA

Living
in a safe
environment
The Skive Area provides ample opportunity
for you to build the life you want. We offer
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interesting career options, a safe environment,

FAMILY
LIFE

» At the day care centre, for
example, the children get a book
about Energy Jytte and Recycling
Bent, so we can read about waste
management, how to save energy,
water and so on.
MIKKEL THORSEN

t JELSE POINT, LUNDØ

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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FAMILY LIFE – PORTRAIT

When Mia H. Sørensen and Mikkel Thorsen had children, city life in Aarhus
lost its attraction. So they moved to be closer to the children’s grandparents, beaches and woods in their native place, and here awareness of the
environment is part of the children’s everyday life in schools and day care.


MIA H. SØRENSEN
AND MIKKEL THORSEN
Family with young children

‘The children love it. There is lots of space here. The fjord and woods are
close by. And so are their grandparents. In fact, everything is within walking
distance’, says Mia H. Sørensen, mother of six-year-old Mille who has just
started school and three-year-old Mace who is still in day care.
Mille and Mace’s parents also love the fact that their children learn to take
responsibility for the environment, even when they are still in day care.
‘The municipality’s PURE LIFE strategy is part of the curricula in both nurseries
and schools. This teaches the children to take joint responsibility for the environment. At the day care centre, for example, the children get a book about
Energy Jytte and Recycling Bent, so we can read about waste management,
how to save energy, water and so on. The children love it, and it makes them
more aware of the world surrounding them’, says Mikkel Thorsen.
Mia and Mikkel were born in the Skive Area, but moved to Aarhus to study.
Today Mia works in a clothing shop in Skive, and Mikkel is a dairyman at Thise
Mejeri. They love their jobs, so the decision to leave Aarhus for Skive made
sense in every way.
‘When we had children, life in the big city lost its attraction. There are lots of
opportunities for the children here. For example, the library hosts many great
activities, and there are lots of associations to choose from. And Skive is just

THE CHILDREN
LOVE IT

a nice place to live’, they say.
Several of Mia and Mikkel’s friends from the Skive Area also moved to Aarhus, but most of them have returned now that they have children. In Skive,
they can get a house and garden for the price of a small flat in the big city.
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 THERE ARE ONLY 2.2 BREAK-INS PER 1,000 CITIZENS – THE 9TH LOWEST IN DK

PURE LIFE IN
SCHOOLS AND
DAY CARE

Skive Municipality is one
of the safest municipalities
in the country*.

Skive Municipality offers your children and youth a safe environment to
grow up in. In fact, the municipality is one of the safest places in the country to live*, and this helps create a framework for a good childhood characterised by freedom, fresh air and rosy cheeks.

Skive Municipality has a clear position when it comes to the children living
here: They should, among many other things, know what their local area has
to offer. And they should be familiar with PURE LIFE. Therefore, since 2013,
schools and day care centres have made the initiatives an active part of their
everyday lives. So no matter whether your child is in day care (this includes
both child minders, nurseries and day care centres) or school, they will learn
about the values and characteristics of the area.
PURE LIFE is about communities-based green action for an area in balance. By
getting the children involved, we give them not only solid, social competences
and a series of tools for building a good life, but also an attitude to the green
iv
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THE BEST PUBLIC
SCHOOL IN THE
COUNTRY

The school system in Skive
Municipality is unique; we do
not just focus on ABC and 123.

Skive Municipality offers a range of schools: public schools, continuation
schools and special schools. And no matter which school in the municipality you choose for your children, nature is always close by – of benefit to the
children, also during school hours, when the teaching takes place outside.

The school system in Skive Municipality is unique; we do not just focus on
ABC and 123. As a pupil here your child will see how local resources such as
the music school, artists, public libraries, the teacher training college and our
many local fiery souls are part of a unique partnership. We call it the SKIVE DNA.
Together the collaborators have developed interesting teaching programmes
based on the local area your children are a part of, and this primes them for
facing and excelling in the world – alone and together with others.
Skive Municipality is also very proud to be home to the best public school in
the country 2019 based on learning outcome, and of being the municipality in
the country that is best at helping the pupils improve their marks. This says
something about the quality of the public schools in the area.


SKIVE DNA
All public schools in Skive Municipality are engaged with PURE LIFE, which gives
the children insight into the values and characteristics of the area.
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YOUTH

» My friends and I know a lot
of young people from all over
the area. This is where Skive
is different from other cities.
MATHIAS ØRUM

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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YOUTH – PORTRAIT

Mathias Ørum aged 18 thinks Skive is a great place for young people. A lot
of the young people know each other, and Mathias is a regular user of
Skive Youth School. Here he trained as a DJ, and now he teaches the subject himself and comes here a lot to practise his DJ tricks with other music
enthusiasts.



18-year-old Mathias cannot imagine a better place to be young than right

MATHIAS ØRUM

here in Skive.

DJ and active user of
the Youth School

young people from all over the area. This is where Skive is different from other

‘It is just a great place to live. My friends and I really know a lot of other
cities. There is a place for everyone here, regardless of their interests. We
party together and have a great time. There is always something to do here.
That means a lot to me’, he says.
And so does being a DJ. When he was younger he took DJ classes at


SKIVE YOUTH SCHOOL, which has practically been his second home since the

seventh form. At the time, he and almost everyone in his class took several of
the classes offered at the youth school. Among other things, he took ‘Racing’,
something about ‘fixing up’ cars. He has always been interested in cars. And
he has managed to turn his DJ talent into a small business.
‘During the weekend, I often play at night clubs and all kinds of events. Both
at the youth school, at weddings, big birthdays, children’s birthdays and so
on. I love being able to make a bit of money while doing something I like’, he

SKIVE IS A GREAT
PLACE FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE

says.
Today he is a student at Asmildkloster Agricultural College in Viborg. He is
halfway through the four-year agricultural programme. It was the tractors that
made him choose this career direction. But he still uses the youth school a lot.
‘This is where I meet with my DJ friends. We get the soundboard going and
practise a bit. And then I teach a course on it. The atmosphere here is great,
and I get to meet a lot of other young people, as well as adults who are both
full of life and easy to talk to.
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YOUTH AND
STUDY TOWN
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YOUTH

Skive is a city full of opportunities. In fact, Skive Municipality was elected
one of the best youth municipalities in the country 2021* and the sixth best
study town 2020**. 21 towns competed for the title as best study town and
focus was on career options, professional competencies, student jobs, affordable accommodation etc.

Skive offers the entire package of youth and vocational education programmes as well as a series of further education programmes. Practically all
the schools are located next door to each other, creating an excellent study
environment and cross-disciplinary synergies.
Students in Skive have easy access to the business community, because the
city’s educational institutions, the municipality and local businesses work together on creating innovation and providing fertile soil for entrepreneurship.

Skive Municipality was elected
one of the best youth municipalities in the country 2021.
t SKIVE COLLEGE


STUDY ENVIRONMENT
Practically all the youth education programmes in Skive are located next door to
each other, creating an excellent study environment.

*SOURCE: DANSK UNGDOMS FÆLLESRÅD 2021
**SOURCE: STUDENTUM 2020

 YOUTH IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
READ ABOUT YOUTH EDUCATION AND ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE AREA.
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t DRIVHUSET, SKIVE

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY

YOUTH

PURE LIFE

AFTER SCHOOL
There is more to being young than getting an education, though, and if you
want to influence the municipality you live in, you can play an active part in
the Youth Council or the political Youth Committee which constantly strive
to improve the lives of young people in the area.



SKIVE YOUTH SCHOOL offers a range of activities and courses for young people

in the municipality, favouring as many different interests as possible. But common to them all is their aim to strengthen the young people’s social, professional and personal competences. Many young people continue to use the
Youth School, even when they are too old to take courses here. Either as
teachers or volunteers.
Young people in Skive even have their own house,  DRIVHUSET, where music
is allowed to flourish, and young people come to play computer or board
games, do their homework or make new friends.
At  CULTURE CENTRE SKIVE, in the southern part of town, you can play ball
games, get exercise or swim, but the centre also houses a cinema and lots of
concerts and comedy shows.
The southern part of town is also home to a bowling alley, where you and your
friends can do a bit of bowling while listening to the latest music before continuing the party in one of the night clubs in the centre of town.

 DRIVHUSET
READ ABOUT THE YOUTH HOUSE
IN SKIVE, DRIVHUSET.

t MØLLEGÅRDEN, SKIVE

SENIORS

» We are proud of all
the fun things going on in
Skive and of our great senior
community. More seniors
should live like we do.
IVER BERGHOLT

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE


IVER BERGHOLT AND
IRMA KRISTENSEN
Married senior couple
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SENIORS – PORTRAIT

‘We should boast about Skive some more, because it is really such a great
place to live’, Irma Kristensen and Iver Bergholt agree. The married couple
live in a senior group home in the centre of town. The sense of community
among the residents makes them feel safe, and the couple never tire of
their view of rooftops, woods and the fjord.
Some of the residents in the senior group home,  SALLINGSGAARD, in the centre
of Skive are in the atrium enjoying the good weather. Others are on the gallery
outside their flats. The senior couple, Irma Kristensen and Iver Bergholt, lives
on the third floor, where they have been enjoying the ‘best view in town’ and
their community with the other residents for the past 12 years.
‘We could not imagine living anywhere else. We are close to nature, which
we love, because we take a lot of walks, while living in the best town centre’,
says Irma Kristensen. Her 12-year-old granddaughter from Copenhagen always wants to go to the pedestrian street when she is visiting – because it is
so ‘cosy’.

LIFE CHARACTERISED BY
SAFETY, A SENSE
OF COMMUNITY
AND THE BEST
VIEW IN TOWN

Irma is happy with  THE MUSIC SCHOOL’S new location and facilities, and she
sings in one of the choirs, whereas Iver is more of a sports man. He has been
playing volleyball for many years, but also plays golf twice a week. They have
also been following the city’s large-scale urban development project, BigBlue
Skive, whose footpaths, vantage platforms of the river and light on the old railway bridge have brought new life to the city.
‘We are proud of all the fun things going on in Skive and of our great senior
community. More seniors should live like we do’, says Iver Bergholt, who has
been a house owner most of his life. But Irma persuaded him that living in a
senior group home was a good idea. And the change has been good for them.
In the workshop the residents help each other out mending things, make
Christmas decorations and all kinds of things. Every other Wednesday they
meet for coffee in the common room, which is the ‘heart’ of the place.
‘Being part of a community is very important to us. It did not take us long to
develop a sense of balance between the privacy of our flat and the community
surrounding us. Knowing the people next door makes you feel safe’, they say.
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 THE AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY IS 81.1 YEARS

ACTIVITY
CENTRES
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SENIORS

 EXERCISE
FIND SENIOR EXERCISE AND OTHER
SPORTS ACTIVITIES IN THE SKIVE AREA.

Skive is home to two activity centres,  CENTER MØLLEGÅRDEN and  THE
ACTIVITY CENTRE NY SKIVEHUS. Both centres offer a wide range of activities
for retired persons, including various forms of physical exercise. Whether
you enjoy dancing, Nordic walking, hiking, cycling, gymnastics, water
gymnastics, dance fitness, yoga, badminton, tennis or something else
entirely, there is ample opportunity to find exactly the type of exercise
that motivates you here.


ACTIVITY CENTRES
You will find lots of different activities targeted at senior citizens in Skive Municipality. The activity centres have a lot to offer, regardless of whether you want to
be physically active, enjoy playing cards or feel creative.

You can also go to concerts or interesting lectures, play cards, become a
member of the men’s club or discuss literature in the book club. If you have
creative abilities, there is ample opportunity to do knitting, patchwork and
other forms of needlework and handicrafts. And if you just want to spend time
with other people without having to attend a specific activity, the centres organise dinners, dancing and trips.
 ACTIVITY CENTRES
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
ACTIVITY CENTRES.

In other words, both activity centres provide ample opportunity to be active,
meet new people and have a good time. And you are always welcome to drop
by to learn more about the many opportunities to lead an active senior life.

t GREENLAB SKIVE

WORKING
LIFE

» I was actually surprised
to learn about the many
career options available
here in the Skive Area.
JULIE MEULENGRACHT HJELMAGER

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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WORKING LIFE – PORTRAIT


JULIE MEULENGRACHT
HJELMAGER
HR and Communications
Coordinator, Formkon A/S

After completing her degree at Aalborg University, 28-year-old Julie
Meulengracht Hjelmager found her dream job in Skive. Her boyfriend
had already found a job, and the job centre’s business service helped
her through the JOBmatch programme. A month later she had found
a job with Formkon A/S – and loves it.
When Julie Meulengracht Hjelmager graduated from Aalborg University last
summer she was naturally eager to find a job. As a newly qualified Master of
English and International Business Communication, she had great ambitions.
Her boyfriend had already found a job, but Julie feared that she would have
difficulties finding an interesting and relevant job in her native area – at least
until she contacted Business Service at Job Centre Skive. Thanks to the JOBmatch programme she had found employment with Formkon A/S within a
month. The company produces prototypes and special parts – mainly in aluminium and magnesium.
‘JOBmatch sent my CV to 160 local companies, and that did the trick. It is a
very focussed and effective programme which I have recommended to a lot of
people in my social circle. I was actually surprised with the many career options available to me here in the Skive Area. There are more academic jobs
than you would think and both large and small international companies with
lots to offer’, says Julie Meulengracht Hjelmager.

THERE ARE MORE
ACADEMIC JOBS
HERE THAN YOU
WOULD THINK

On the whole, she is very pleased with the initiatives and programmes available to newly qualified academics in the Skive Area.
‘When we decided to move back home, I also joined the network  KLUB 78XX
set up by Skive Municipality. It is a community for young people who have
moved away from the area, and it communicates local job opportunities, internships and more. On the whole, first leaving and now moving back home
again has given me a whole new outlook on my native area. After all, there is
everything we could possibly want here – family and friends close by, the
fjord, the countryside and so much more. And then it a great advantage for
me to have secured my dream job as HR and Communications Coordinator’,
she says.
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JOBMATCH
JOBmatch helps students, unemployed newcomers, highly specialised professionals looking
for a new job and the partners of newcomers who
want to build a career in the Skive Area. The programme provides competent feedback to help
you or your partner find a job and to establish
contact with the local business community.
The Skive Area has a strong business community in
growth, and with little unemployment the companies are looking for qualified workers within various
fields and with different levels and types of education. So regardless of whether you are unskilled,
skilled or highly educated, JOBmatch will help you
and the local companies find the right match.
JOBmatch is a close collaboration between the local

 JOBMATCH
READ MORE ABOUT THE
JOBMATCH PROGRAMME.

business community, Skive Municipality and Job
Centre Skive. It is part of the services offered by
Business Skive and Job Centre Skive, regardless of
whether you represent a company or need help

t DANISH MARINE PROTEIN, GREENLAB SKIVE

finding a job for yourself or your partner.


JOBMATCH
JOBmatch helps match job seekers and companies.

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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WORKING LIFE – BUSINESS SKIVE

Skive Municipality is
one of the best places
in the country to run
a business.

All business organisations measuring the local business climate find that
Skive Municipality are among the best places in the country to set up or
run a company. So if you dream of setting up a business in the Skive Area,
or have done so already, you will be part of a local business community
with great growth potential and a business-friendly local area.

Business Skive supports growth and development throughout the municipality and offers help and competent feedback to the local companies. Business Skive is the local business service, and it is housed in the old power station,  ELVÆRKET. The former power station is also home to  INNOVATION SKIVE
which strives to boost the Skive Area’s environment for innovation and entrepreneurship to provide a good basis for more successful entrepreneurs and
fertile ground for further developing the local companies through a strong
collaboration between business community, educational institutions and the
municipality.
The municipality’s brand, PURE LIFE, includes a circular approach to things, supports the unique local resources and charts the course for the future of the
municipality. Business Skive also supports a greener future and actively helps
local companies become even more green.


 BUSINESS SKIVE
LEARN MORE OR CONTACT
BUSINESS SKIVE.
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GROWTH AND EXPANSION
The Skive Area is home to a varied business community, and we
stand out specifically when it comes to green solutions.
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 THE SKIVE AREA IS HOME TO ONE OF EUROPE’S
LEADING TEST CENTRES IN SUSTAINABLE ENERGY,
GREENLAB SKIVE

A HUB
FOR GREEN
ACTION

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
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One ground-breaking innovative business after the other set up in  GREENLAB
SKIVE 'S green energy and business park. And experts from all over the world
visit the area to see how we turn green theory into practice. GreenLab Skive
is both an industrial area, a national research centre and a catalyst for new
technology. We strive to make sure that all resources enter into the park’s circular economy, making sure that nothing goes to waste. The companies will
be exchanging energy, e.g. transferring one company’s waste heat to another
company in the park. Moreover, GreenLab Skive is building the world’s first
and largest Power-to-X plant – a technology that is believed to become a main
player in the green transition. In short, it translates energy from solar and
wind sources into hydrogen, which is then turned into fuel for heavy trans-

For more than 40 years, Skive Municipality has been a leading

port, tank ships and airplanes – and into green fertiliser for the fields.

player in the green transition. Long before it became ‘fashionable’. Because we carry green words into action, and our

Also unique are the companies that make up GreenLab Skive: They turn

green initiatives have attracted investments of more than a

starfish into protein for animal feed, organic fertiliser into biogas and plastic

billion kroner to the area.

waste into oil products which are then e.g. used as fuel or turned into new
plastic products. In other words, GreenLab Skive is the local green growth
engine attracting innovative companies and creating new jobs. ⟶

VISION

STATUS

To be self-sufficient in

A couple of years from now we will

renewable energy.

be 85% self-sufficient in green re-

2029

2020
newable energy.
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 THE FIRST 24-HOUR PUBLIC
BIOGAS STATION WAS ESTABLISHED
IN SKIVE IN 2013

We carry green words into
action. And green initiatives
have attracted investments of
more than 1.6 billion to the area.

PURE LIFE
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the large solar parks. At the same time, the hall will be available to interested
researchers, as storage of solar energy is something entirely new.
In other parts of the municipality companies are developing products consisting exclusively of recycled materials, or are growing salad using an innovative
method, reducing water consumption by 90 %, and children in day care and
school learn about and help protect nature by collecting garbage, sorting
waste and planting new trees. It is all part of our PURE LIFE. On a large and
small scale.
Everyone here in the Skive Area are part of the strong local focus on the

At the same time, GreenLab Skive is a huge inspiration to other municipalities,

green transition – and you can help carry words into action in a way that

other countries even. Because this is where we develop technological solu-

makes sense in your everyday life.

tions that help support many other attempts to resolve the global climate
challenges.
When we say we have PURE LIFE here in the Skive Area, GreenLab Skive is a
great example, as GreenLab Skive is PURE LIFE at a large scale. PURE LIFE stands
for ‘green communities-based action for an area in balance’. In that context,
the community is the unique cooperation between the public and private sectors. The idea for a green energy and business part stems from Skive Municipality, which also launched the project and managed it during the first years
of its existence. In 2019, GreenLab Skive was converted into a public limited
and thus autonomous commercial company. The public-private cooperation
continues. E.g. the municipality provides the plan basis that makes it possible
to accommodate the growth of the business park.
Strong communities constitute a great driving force for development in the
Skive Area. This also includes the rural areas, where citizens, associations,
the municipality and local business community together create new, green
solutions. For example, in Spøttrup, where the local hall, with support from
Skive Municipality and EU project funds, has entered into an agreement with
the energy company Norlys on setting up a huge battery to store energy from

 PURE LIFE NEWSLETTER
READ ABOUT OUR GREEN INITIATIVES
AND SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTER.

t AFFORESTATION, HALD
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Feeling at home is not just about finding a place to live, a school for your
children and a job that suits you. Feeling at home is not just a matter of
physical surroundings. It also about
being part of a community, and the
Skive Area offers a lot of opportunities to belong.

Together with your new neighbour,
colleague or the couple down the road
you can participate in the many differ-

BECOME
PART OF
THE COMMUNITY

ent local events and offers: communal
eating, sports competitions, town fairs,
revues, Christmas bingo and much
more. You can also participate in a
broad range of social and professional
networks where you can meet peers
and people with the same interests as
you.
Throughout the municipality is a thriving sports and associational life, where
you can find communities that share
your interests. Regardless of whether
you are interested in ball games, windsurfing, horseback riding, scouts,
bridge or something else entirely our
many sports clubs and associations
offers lots of activities to suit anyone’s
taste. ⟶
�
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 THE THREE MOST POPULAR SPORTS
IN THE SKIVE AREA ARE FOOTBALL,
GYMNASTICS AND BADMINTON

In fact, our sports associations have 24,500 members, and that is really something considering that

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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COMMUNITY

t MINI TRIATHLON, STRANDTANGEN, SKIVE

Skive Municipality has a population of just under
45,400 citizens.
The area also boasts a dynamic music and culture
scene where celebrities like Mads Langer, Mathias
Kolstrup from Duné and the bassist of Carpark North,
Søren Balsner, used to pass life during their childhood and youth. We are music enthusiasts, and in
summer we meet for local festivals and concerts in
the town square to listen to music with our friends
and fellow citizens.
Click at the box below  and print the annual cycle
with returning events and activities. Each year Skive
also hosts a range of other events, nature and leisure
activities, horse racing, football and handball
matches that are not evident from the annual cycle.
Find more information at  skiveportalen.dk.

 ANNUAL CYCLE
PRINT THE SKIVE ANNUAL CYCLE OF
RETURNING EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES.

Our sports associations have
24,500 members, and that is
really something considering that
Skive Municipality has a population
of just under 45,400 citizens.

VOLUNTEERISM

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
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VOLUNTEER CENTRE SKIVE
Volunteer Centre Skive is an independent association supporting volunteerism through-

VOLUNTEERISM

out the Skive Area. The volunteer centre helps
associations, volunteers and citizens in need
of a volunteer service, and it develops social
projects of benefit to vulnerable people in the
local area.





SKIVE SPORTS
CO-OPERATION

SKIVE CULTURE COUNCIL

Skive Sports Co-operation is a union of more

tion for cultural actors and associations in the

than 80 sports associations throughout the

area tasked with strengthening their cohe-

Skive Area. The co-operation strives to secure

siveness.

optimal conditions for sport, both with regard
to recreational, non-elite and elite sports.

Skive Municipality is home to an active civic society and a lot of volunteer
culture, sports and social associations. Volunteer associations can always
use an extra pair of hands, so if you want to make a difference to others, it
is easy to get started. That is, regardless of whether you wish to become a
Red Cross visitor, be part of a social community, help out in a charity shop
or offer your expertise as a handball coach, treasurer or practical guy at
cultural events and concerts.

 JOIN US
LEARN MORE ABOUT COMMUNITIES, VOLUNTEERISM AND ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE.

Skive Culture Council is an umbrella associa-

y
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The best,
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The Skive Area offers ample opportunity to be active and get the heart rate up on one of our many
walking or cycling paths, our impressive golf
courses and on the water of the Limfjord. If you
prefer peace and quiet and mindfulness at the
water’s edge, there is a host of opportunities
to unwind along our uninterrupted coasts.
Our long coastline and many watercourses
are also great places to fish. In this part of
the guide you will find some of the great
experiences awaiting you in the area.
t DANISH CHAMPIONSHIP IN MELGES, SKIVE FJORD
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TRAILS AND PATHS

WALKING
AND CYCLING
There are lots of great walking and cycling paths
in the Skive Area that offer you a chance not just
to get exercise and fresh air, but also to enjoy the
shape and colour of the surrounding countryside
and the life and architecture of the city. At foot,
you can follow one of the many nature and walking paths, and on a bike, the area’s many kilometres of cycle tracks and cycling paths will take
you far and wide. Here are a couple of suggestions for great experiences walking and cycling in
the Skive Area, but you can also access more
trails and paths by clicking on the box below. 

 WALKING AND CYCLING TRIPS
DOWNLOAD MAPS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR PATHS.

GLYNGØRE

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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TRAILS AND PATHS – SALLING NATURE PATH

DURUP


SALLING NATURE PATH
Length: 29.4 kilometres
ROSLEV

Go for a ride or take a walk along Salling nature path which follows the old railway line between
Skive and Glyngøre, also known as the Salling line. The railway was immensely important to
Salling, as it paved the way for the railway towns of Lyby, Jebjerg, Roslev, Durup and Glyngøre,
which emerged by the railway stops. A rich business community soon developed in the railway
towns characterised by a lot of shops and craft firms. The railway operated in the years 1884JEBJERG

LYBY

 DOWNLOAD MAP
DOWNLOAD A MAP OF SALLING
NATURE PATH.

SKIVE

1979. Along the nature path you will find red-white kilometre stones indicating the distance to the
railway station in Skive.
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SPØTTRUP LAKE

 DOWNLOAD MAP
DOWNLOAD A MAP OF THE TRAIL
AROUND SPØTTRUP LAKE.

Length: 7 kilometres
The trip around the recreated Spøttrup Lake takes you through a landscape typical of Salling
characterised by the fjord, the lake, river valleys and farm land. It offers ample opportunity to
experience the bird life, and otters are often spotted at the lakefront. If you extend the trip to include Spøttrup Castle, you can also explore the rose garden and its unique medical and herb
garden, which is home to the largest collection of medical herbs in the country.
SPØTTRUP LAKE

SPØTTRUP
CASTLE

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
PURE LIFE
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TRAILS AND PATHS – LUNDØ

 DOWNLOAD MAP
DOWNLOAD A MAP OF JELSE POINT AND
TERMØ, AND CHOOSE BETWEEN 4 TRAILS.


LUNDØ
Length: 3.7-6.8 kilometres
The peninsula of Lundø consists of two points pointing to the north, Jelse Point, and west, Termø,
respectively. When walking around Jelse Point you will enjoy a beautiful view of the crooked inlets
and bays of the Limfjord. The salt meadows, fens and lagoons are home of various plant species,
some of which are rather rare. Along the coasts of Lundø you can also find fossils, especially
fossilised sea urchins.

LUNDØ
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WALKING TRAIL IN SKIVE
Length: 8.7 kilometres (not marked)
The best way to experience the city of Skive is on foot. This route will take you passed some of the
city’s most impressive buildings and give you a sense of its long history looking for coins along
the  TOLL PATH. You can also experience one of Skive Municipality’s largest urban development

1
2

projects ever, BigBlue Skive, when following the old railway line, enjoying the beautiful lighting

RESENLUND

on the  RAINBOW BRIDGE at night or relaxing at one of the cosy spots along the river. When

This beautiful building was built in the early

STRANDTANGEN

crossing the longest wooden bridge in Denmark or taking a walk among the centuries’ old oak

1900s and used to house a tuberculosis sana-

At Strandtangen you can relax looking at some

trees in  KRABBESHOLM WOODS, you are bound to feel part of something greater. You may

torium. The sanatorium closed in 1958, at

of Denmark’s best windsurfers practise. With

even feel a chill when thinking about the history of beautiful  RESENLUND when moving to-

which point it was converted into a home for

winds that put even the most experienced

the mentally handicapped. Today, Resenlund

windsurfers to the test,  SKIVE FJORD is a

consists of flats, assembly rooms, a gold-

popular training course for light wind sailing.

wards 

STRANDTANGEN, where you can enjoy a view of 

SKIVE FJORD and watch some of the

country’s most talented windsurfers practise on one of the best tracks in the Limfjord.

smith and a glassblower.

3

THE LONGEST WOODEN
BRIDGE IN DENMARK
300 metres long, the wooden bridge is the
longest in Denmark, and it gives visitors
a chance to pass dry-shod through one of
the country’s few remaining river deltas out the
mouth of 


t SKIVE-KARUP RIVER

SKIVE FJORD.

SKIVE-KARUP RIVER into

 MAP OF THE CITY OF SKIVE
DOWNLOAD THE GOOGLE MAPS MAP,
AND FOLLOW THE TRAIL.

1
2
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4

THE RAINBOW BRIDGE

5

fjord along the old railway routing, which

THE POWER STATION
DISTRICT

has been turned into a fun, culture-histori-

Another large-scale BigBlue Skive project

cal trail. The old railway bridge has been

is the district by the old power station,

TOWN HALL

restored and fitted with lights that illumi-

which will mainly house dwellings unlike

Since the 1970s, Skive Municipality has been focussing on energy and the environment and

nate the bridge in all the colours of the rain-

the ones currently available in Skive. By the

been at the forefront of energy-efficient initiatives within municipal activities and construc-

bow. From the bridge and the area behind

river you will find the foot and cycling path,

tion. When you pass the town hall called the Blue Diamond, make sure to notice how solar

Søndercentret visitors can enjoy a view of

the  POWER STATION BRIDGE, which

panels form an active part of the construction, both visually and energy-wise. The Blue Dia-

connects Sønder Boulevard and Østerbro.

mond is the first public-sector building in the country to meet the energy 25+ requirements.

This is a recreational area inviting people to

This means that the building produces 25% more energy than it can consume.

The railway path connects the city and



SKIVE-KARUP RIVER.

7

relax or meet along the waterfront.
8

 BIGBLUE SKIVE
FOLLOW THE DEVELOPMENT
OF BIGBLUE SKIVE.

THE OLD TOWN HALL
The old town hall was built in 1845-46 as a
thing and jail. It was the first building in
Skive to have two floors and thus commu-

6

GAMMEL SKIVEHUS AND THE RIVER PATH

nicated that Skive was recovering after
200 years of stagnation. In summer, Rådhustorvet and the pedestrian street are

Gammel Skivehus is a former manor home by the river. Due to its location, it has been im-

filled with music and entertainment – with

mensely important to the historical development of Skive as a market town. The basement

anything from street performers to entire

below the east wing probably represents the oldest existing secular construction in Skive, and

concerts.

Gammel Skivehus thus constitutes the cradle of the town. The trail takes you along the River
Path, which is part of the climate proofing along the river. Behind Gammel Skivehus is a nice
park, and by the River Path you will find a platform partly hovering above the river, offering a
view of both sides of the river.

9
12

POSTHUSTORVET

SKIVE PARK

All year round, Posthustorvet is full of life.
In summer there are various activities in
the square and a fountain where your chil-

Bring your picnic basket and have lunch

10

in Skive Park, where you will be surrounded

square is turned into a large ice rink, and it

SKIVE’S TWO
CHURCHES

houses various events for children and

The Church of Our Lady and Skive Church

the Museum Park, which is home to the his-

youth. And then the surplus heat from the

are located side by side with their towers

toric  CHILDREN’S PARADISE, a playground

cooling of the ice rink is used to heat the

in opposite directions. The old medieval

stretching back for generations and a popular

neighbouring town hall.

church, the Church of Our Lady, was built

site for a picnic under the beautiful cherry

SPORTS AND
CULTURE PARK

in the 1200s and for centuries the only

trees.

The Sports and Culture Park is part of the

dren can splash about. In winter the

by beautiful flowers, bird aviaries, fountains
and art. A bridge leads from Skive Park to
13

church in town. But the town grew, and in

grand development plan BigBlue Skive. Here

the 1890s Skive Church was built. The

nature, culture and sport meet. The area by

Church of Our Lady has been preserved

the river is ideal for relaxing and playing in the

though on account of its beautiful frescos.

water; art, nature and sport are intertwined
through the art stairs; and various trails guide
visitors through the area. The Sports and Culture Park is thus full of activities for people of

11

 THE TOLL PATH
FOLLOW IN THE OLD PUBLICAN’S
FOOTSTEPS, AND TAKE THE CHILDREN HUNTING FOR COINS.

all ages.

14

THE TOLL PATH

KRABBESHOLM WOODS

Via the Toll Path you can follow the historical boundaries of town from Vestergrade

Most of Krabbesholm Woods consists of hardwood, and it is especially characterised by its old

across from Skive Church to Nørreport. The Toll Path was established in the 1700s and

oaks, which are several hundred years old. There are various orienteering race trails, three physi-

used by publicans who walked along the fence that used to enclose the town. They were

cal exercise stations and lots of walking trails in the woods. Walking through the woods you are

tasked with ensuring that people bringing goods into the market town paid their toll to the

likely to pass by the old manor,  KRABBESHOLM, which is now home to a folk high school for

king. 10 covers mark the path and tell its story, while a series of ‘lost coins’ show the lo-

art, design, photography, graphic design and architecture.

cation of the Toll Path.
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FOR KIDS

PURE LIFE

FOR KIDS

GLYNGØRE
PARK
DURUP
GROUNDS

Look for animals below the surface of the Limfjord, or go fishing for crabs
along the coast. Feel the presence of history when exploring a real castle
with moats, towers, a banqueting hall, church and other remains of medie-

 GUIDES
OPEN THE MAP AND GET DIRECTIONS TO
THE RECREATIONAL GROUNDS AND PARKS.

val times, or go hunting for 55-million-year-old fossils.

If your children want to go swimming, you should visit Glyngøre which is well-

'STORSTENEN'
RØDDING
PUBLIC PARK

known for its fishing industry, but is also home to the largest water playground in Scandinavia just 50 metres from the sea. While in Glyngøre, your
children can learn about the solar system while taking a walk on the  PLANET
PATH. In Skive you can visit the tropical water park which has a pirate ship for
the youngest to explore and a wave pool and water slide for the slightly older
ones. You can also go on a picnic in one of the parks or playgrounds in the
area. In other words, there are lots of fun activities for kids of all ages in the

SPØTTRUP
CASTLE
PARK

ROSLEV
GROUNDS

BREUM
PARK

JEBJERG
PARK

BALLING
PARK

Skive Area.

GYDEN
LIHME


FUN ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS
There are lots of activities for people of all
ages in the Skive Area, including kids. Travel
back in time to the medieval ages, enjoy a
day in the tropics, go fishing on the Limfjord
or look for 55-million-year-old fossils.

RAMSING
PARK

'BLYPARKEN'
HEM

PARKS IN SKIVE:
'GYMNASIEPARKEN'
FELDINGBÆK PARK
SKIVE GROUNDS
ÅKJÆR PARK
'PUSTERUMMET'
TOLDSTRUP PARK

t KITESURFING, LUNDØ
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ADRENALINE KICKS

KICKS FOR
ADRENALINE
HUNTERS
The Skive Area offers ample opportunities to get
the adrenaline flowing.

Whether you are looking for an adrenaline rush kitesurfing, sea diving among an old minehunter, tank
and granite cave or try your strength against parachute jumping or wish to enjoy the peace and quiet
in a glider, there are lots of opportunities waiting for
you here.
At the racecourse you can feel the adrenaline pump
through the body when the horses pass and your
favourite is about to take the lead just before the
finishing line. And in the stadium or gym you can
cheer the home team on. In other words, the Skive
Area offers ample opportunity to try your strength
from way up high, at sea or below the surface or on
the side line cheering.
 EXPLORE
READ MORE ABOUT THE SKIVE AREA
ON LAND, AT SEA AND IN THE AIR.
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PURE LIFE

t CULTURE CENTRE SKIVE

CULTURAL LIFE

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The museums in the Skive Area are ready to pique your curiosity and
sharpen your senses. You can also explore the creative environments and
art galleries or go to a concert or lecture at one of the cultural institutions.

At  SKIVE MUSEUM you can experience a real-life Wunderkammer, where
modern art is presented side by side with e.g. Bronze Age urns, skulls,

JENLE – POET JEPPE AAKJÆR’S HOME
SPØTTRUP CASTLE
FUR MUSEUM
SKIVE MUSEUM
ØRSLEV MONASTERY
GLYNGØRE CULTURE STATION
SKIVE LIBRARY
SKIVE THEATRE
CULTURE CENTRE SKIVE
SKIVE MUSIC SCHOOL

dresses from the 1960s, a uniform from 1864 – and the museum’s old, worn
polar bear. It is also home to the children’s museum Gadespejlet and changing
art and culture exhibitions.  FUR MUSEUM focusses specifically on natural history, and it has a unique, world-class collection of 55-million-year-old fossils

t SKIVE MUSEUM
t JENLE, EAST SALLING

from the moclay.
 RICH CULTURAL LIFE
EXPLORE THE CULTURAL LIFE IN
THE AREA AND FIND INSPIRATION.

In West Salling you will find  SPØTTRUP CASTLE, which is one of the best preserved medieval castles in the country. Throughout Skive Municipality you will
find galleries and creative art environments. For instance, the sculpture village
of Selde is a ‘platform for sculpture experiments in public places’, whereas
furkunst.dk, the art group Fokus and BizzArt in Rødding are unique communities for artistic pursuits.


CULTURE CENTRE SKIVE is a cultural gathering point for the entire area, and

each year it houses concerts, stand-up and interesting shows and fairs. If you
are more into film premieres or want to cheer the local handball team on from
the side line, the culture centre is also the place to come. It is even home to a



large, subtropical water park with lots of fun for water dogs of all ages as well

CULTURAL EXPERIENCES

as a modern fitness centre.

The area offers ample opportunity to explore its artistic and cultural history. And if you are interested in e.g. art, archaeology or history, you can also join one of the many museum associations
in the area.
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FOR FOOD
LOVERS
The Skive Area has everything characterised as ‘from fjord or farm to fork’.
Modern, organic farms, fishery and orchards.

The area is home to the well-known organic dairy,  THISE MEJERI. And the


DANISH OYSTER BAR in Glyngøre looks like something you would find in New

York with its rustic décor where fresh Limfjord oysters are served on seaweed
in a dish of water. Visitors can enjoy the view of the fjord or the huge work of
art, ‘Østersmoderen’, made specifically for the place. It was created by one of
the country’s leading artists, Bjørn Nørgaard, and hanging from the ceiling it
completes the unique atmosphere of the place.
The area also has a lot to offer beer enthusiasts. In summer, visitors to  FUR
BREWERY can listen to live music while enjoying the local craft beer.  STAARUP
BREWERY in Højslev is one of the smallest breweries in the country, but definitely among the best. Like Fur Brewery and the largest brewery in the area,


HANCOCK, it has been awarded for its fine beer. If you prefer whiskey, you

should visit the  LIMFJORD DISTILLERY, which aside from a taste of its many
local types of whiskey, rum, gin, liqueur and schnapps, offers insight into the
production and history.
Ask a young person from the Skive Area what a Sport-Cola is, and they will



tell you that it is Hancock’s own legendary coke. And it comes in green beer

ENJOY GREAT FOOD

bottles.

You can find clams and oysters all over the Limfjord, and each year we celebrate
our anglers at the clam festival in May and herring festival in August.
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by the seaside.

Among many other things, you can go swimming in  HARRE BAY, glass kayaking
along the coast, canoeing on  SKIVE-KARUP RIVER or fishing along the many kilometres of coastline or watercourses. Just remember to buy a fishing licence
before putting the lure on the line.
If you want to take a refreshing swim, the area also offers ample opportunity to
do just that – with no less than 16 child-friendly beaches, several of which have
a Blue Flag status. And you can always check the quality of the bathing water
on  skive.dk.


CHILD-FRIENDLY
BEACHES
With 16 child-friendly
beaches, the area offers
ample opportunity to go
swimming.

y

and with six active harbours the area offers ample opportunity to enjoy life
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You are never more than 12 kilometres from the coast, as the crow flies,

e
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BEACHES
AND MARITIME
EXPERIENCES

MAP OF BEACHES AND
HARBOURS IN THE SKIVE
AREA - SEE NEXT PAGE

E

-

MARITIME EXPERIENCES
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RE LIF
The coast is
always close by,
and with six active
harbours the area
offers ample
opportunity to
enjoy life by
the seaside.

FÆRKER POINT

FURSUND

SUNDE
FUR HARBOUR

ESKOV
BEACH

GLYNGØRE
BEACH AND
HARBOUR

 CHECK THE BATHING WATER
THROUGHOUT THE BATHING SEASON,
YOU CAN CHECK THE QUALITY OF THE
WATER BEFORE GOING FOR A SWIM.

HARRE BAY
BEACH

SUNDSØRE
BEACH AND
HARBOUR

NY MØLLE

JELSE POINT
LUNDØ EAST

LYBY BEACH
ÅLBÆK BEACH

GYLDENDAL
BEACH AND
HARBOUR
HOSTRUP BEACH

VIRKSUND
BEACH AND
HARBOUR
STRANDTANGEN
SKIVE HARBOUR


ANGLING
The long coastline and many watercourses in the Skive Area
offer unique angling opportunities.

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY

t SKIVE-KARUP RIVER
PURE LIFE

NATURE
EXPERIENCES
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NATURE EXPERIENCES

Nature is always close by in the form of unspoilt coastline, heathland,
woods and unique moclay cliffs. In other words, the Skive Area is full
of nature experiences all year round.



FLYNDERSØ is the largest heath lake in Denmark and surrounded by heath

and oak thicket.  LUNDØ is part of a large EU bird reserve comprising all of


LOVNS BROAD and the surrounding salt meadows.

Explore beautiful  SKIVE RIVER VALLEY on a walk along the river or try your
strength against angling and see if you can catch one of its many sea trout.
Over a period of years, access to the river and river valley has been improved
through a network of paths that make it possible to explore the wide river
valley on foot or bike.
t RED CLIFFS, FUR

 BROCHURE ON SKIVE-KARUP RIVER
EXPLORE THE APPROX. 11 KILOMETRES
OF PATHS ALONG SKIVE-KARUP RIVER.
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The
best
sights
There are lots of attractions in Skive Municipality
and just a stone’s throw away. In this part of
the guide you find a short list of some of the
many attractions in the area.

t HAGENSHØJ, SALLING
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ATTRACTIONS – BETTE JENS’ HYW


BETTE JENS’ HYW
Bette Jens’ Hyw on Fur is one of the most well-known vantage points in the country. It is home to the
Railing Gang. Over the past years, they have erected a railing on the point to make it easier for the walking-impaired to visit the point and enjoy the striking view of the fjord. But time after time, the Agency for
Culture and Palaces has declared that the railing is illegal – it is not allowed on protected mounds like
Bette Jens’ Hyw – and Skive Municipality has been forced to remove it, only to find that the Railing Gang
has put up a new one. Today there is a wide, state-approved flight of stairs leading up to the point. Since
then the gang has tried to put up a railing made of robe along the stairs, but that too has been declared
illegal and had to be removed. Whether the Railing Gang will eventually be successful, time will tell.


KNUDEN
It is no coincidence that Fur has been elected
the greatest island in the country. Because
Fur is a unique place that offers insight into
Denmark’s ancient history with its up to 30
metres high moclay cliffs consisting of alternating layers of moclay and volcanic ashes.
The cliff known as Knuden is protected, and
you therefore cannot remove parts of it. Instead you can go looking for fossils in some of
the moclay pits or on the beaches – you may
even find a national treasure.

KNUDEN
FUR
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ATTRACTIONS – JENLE


SPØTTRUP CASTLE
Spøttrup Castle is the best preserved medieval castle in the country. It offers unique insight into late-medieval defence techniques
and everyday life at the time. The grounds

RØDDING

SPØTTRUP
CASTLE

surrounding the castle is home to an interesting medical herb garden and a small playground with a roofed fire ring. Visit the castle’s
website to learn more about market days, ‘Life
in the castle’, Halloween and other events.


JENLE
The literary cultural heritage of the Skive Area builds on the words of Jeppe Aakjær in particular.
They focus specifically on social inequalities, just as Aakjær was the 'climate nut' of his time and
doggedly fought to stop Hedeselskabet from cultivating the heathlands. Through his great commitment and work, Jeppe Aakjær was a significant local political figure. His authorship is closely linked
to the area and Jenle in particular, which was his home from 1907 and until his death in 1930. Many of
Aakjær’s poems, novels and novellas were written in his study with a view of  ASTRUP BAY and the


LIMFJORD/SKIVE FJORD.

When visiting Jenle, you will experience the unique landscape in East Salling. Take a walk in the
woods past Jenle Thicket, where Jeppe and Nanna Aakjær are buried. Today, Jenle is home to Denmark’s largest literary association, Aakjærselskabet, and the annual Jenle festivals link the present
with the time when Aakjær first moved to Jenle. The house is also home to a number of other activities
such as concerts, lectures, exhibitions and many more.
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ATTRACTIONS – FLYNDERSØ


FLYNDERSØ
The countryside in the pilot nature park Flyndersø-Sønder Lem Bay is just magnificent.
FLYNDERSØ

Regardless of whether you prefer hiking boots
or running shoes, the area has a lot in store for
you. Dig out your binoculars and explore the
fauna by the elongated lake which, among
other things, is home to some of the most impressive kettle holes in the country, rare high
moors with flesh-eating plants and the fish
hawk that has made the lake its home.


ØRSLEV MONASTERY
In Nordfjends you will find the best preserved nunnery in the country. Together with the former
church, the larger grounds which include both a
park, woods and meadows constitute a valuable

VIRKSUND

culture and nature environment. Today, Ørslev
Monastery acts as a work refuge, but the woods
and park – Kvindsnapskoven – are open to the
public. The woods are home to a unique toilet museum where visitors can see – and experience for
themselves – how a humus toilet works.

ØRSLEV
MONASTERY
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ATTRACTIONS – 11 STARS OF SKIVE

1
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3

11 STARS OF SKIVE
The roundabouts in Skive are not just roundabouts – they are also works of art.
Throughout the city you will find the ’11 Stars of Skive’ – 11 roundabouts each with
their own story, designed by local architects Jacob Jensen Design.
4

5

6

KRAKA

5

 THE 11 ROUNDABOUTS
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT EACH OF
THE 11 ROUNDABOUTS.
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7
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citizens who strive to establish activities and
development in the rural areas and towns.

Sk

y

to implement change and create new life.
The area is home to a lot of active and creative

Mu n i c i pa
lit

Throughout the Skive Area you will meet
interesting initiatives and projects striving

e
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 LOCAL AREAS
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE LOCAL
AREAS IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY.
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 SINCE 1986, SKIVE MUNICIPALITY HAS
INTRODUCED ENERGY-EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS
IN VIRTUALLY ALL ITS BUILDINGS.

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
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CITY OF SKIVE
Skive is situated on a ridge of beech wood
stretching down towards the fjord, and down in
the wide river valley runs Skive-Karup River on its
way to the fjord.

City planning in Skive has taken its unique location
into account, and BigBlue Skive connects the various
parts of town. The river is the lungs of the city, and
the new, unique  RAINBOW BRIDGE has become a
symbol of Skive. New neighbourhoods with modernday types of accommodation are being built in the
new  POWER STATION DISTRICT, and the railway path
brings the town and fjord closer together.
Skive is the main town of the municipality and a
commercial centre with specialty shops and franchises within a short distance of each other. The
town centre offers a quaint network of pedestrian
streets offering a versatile shopping experience
and lots of buildings worthy of preservation. All



and life, and its two main squares –  RÅDHUSTORVET

ACTIVE COMMERCIAL TOWN
IN A UNIQUE LOCATION

and  POSTHUSTORVET – house concerts and street

Skive offers a well-functioning and vibrant town

performers.

centre – always within a short distance of great

year round the streets are bustling with activities

nature experiences.

POPULATION OF SKIVE

20,600
Citizens in the city of Skive.

SMALLER TOWNS

VILLAGES

The area is home to 20

The area is home to

smaller towns located

31 villages located in

in an urban area.

a rural area.

20

31

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY
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SMALL
TOWNS AND
VILLAGES
The villages in the Skive Area are full of life and development,
because the local fiery souls that live here have a lot of ideas
and many development projects are realised.

These projects are characterised by great local initiative and
commitment, and they contribute to creating life and new opportunities for present and future citizens. You can become part of
the diversity, potential and enterprise found in the rural communities, which also form a basis for their ongoing development.
A sense of community characterises the villages and a large part
of their identity. The active local community and their great commitment and social networks make life in the villages safe and
easy. In other words, the rural districts in the Skive Area are
great places to live and move to, which is evident from the fact
that the title of village of the year in the Central Denmark Region
went to Rødding in 2012 and Glyngøre in 2015.

t GLYNGØRE
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INDEX
This index will help you locate offers and services

PURE LIFE

INDEX

BUILDING, LIVING AND MOVING
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/BYGGE-BO-OG-FLYTTE/

- SALE OF BUILDING SITES AND PROPERTIES
- CONSTRUCTION AND RESIDENCES
- CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
- WASTE MANAGEMENT

- VERMIN
- PETS
- ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES AND SENIOR
HOUSING

in the municipality. The links will help you find more
information about the individual subjects.

ANNUAL CYCLE

WWW.SKIVE.DK/SKIVEGUIDE/AARSHJUL

PRINT THE ANNUAL CYCLE LISTING RETURNING EVENTS
IN THE AREA. AT SKIVEPORTALEN.DK YOU CAN FIND MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT AND FUTURE EVENTS IN
THE SKIVE AREA.

ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE

WWW.SKIVE.DK/KULTUR-NATUR-OG-FRITID/FOLKEOPLYSENDE-FORENINGER/

- FRITIDSPORTALEN
- NIGHT SCHOOLS
- ASSOCIATIONS

- SUPPORT FOR ASSOCIATIONS
- LEISURE PASS
- FACILITIES
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CHILDREN, YOUTH AND DAY CARE
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/BOERN-UNGE-OG-FAMILIE/

- DAY CARE
- GUIDANCE
- PPR

- HEALTH CARE
- SSP AND STREET EMPLOYEES
- INTEGRATION

CULTURE

WWW.SKIVE.DK/KULTUR-NATUR-OG-FRITID/

- CULTURAL EXPERIENCES
- CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS
- CULTURAL LIFE

- VOLUNTEERISM
- VILLAGE HALLS
- FOR ORGANIZERS
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DEMOCRACY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WWW.SKIVE.DK/DEMOKRATI-OG-KOMMUNE/

- CITY COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES
- DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN AND RURAL AREAS
- MAPS AND FACTS
- VISION, POLICIES AND PLANS

- ANNOUNCEMENTS, HEARINGS AND ACCESS
TO DOCUMENTS
- FINANCE
- TOWN HALLS AND STAFF

HANDICAP, PSYCHIATRY
AND SOCIALLY MARGINALISED PEOPLE
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/HANDICAP-PSYKIATRI-OG-SOCIALT-UDSATTE/

- COOPERATING WITH USERS
AND RELATIVES
- ADDICTION TO ALCOHOL OR
DRUGS

- CRISIS COUNSELLING AND
DROP-IN CENTRES
- AIDS

HEALTHCARE AND SENIOR CITIZENS
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/SUNDHED-PLEJE-OG-AELDRE/

- SENIOR CITIZENS
- NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
AND GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
- PERSONAL CARE AND AIDS

- DENTAL CARE
- HEALTH AND PREVENTION
- ILLNESS AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

PURE LIFE

INDEX

JOBS, UNEMPLOYMENT AND RETIREMENT
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/JOB-LEDIGHED-OG-PENSION/

- JOB CENTRE SKIVE
- RETIREMENT
- CASEWORK TIME

- EMPLOYMENT PLAN AND REVISION OF RESULTS

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/PERSONLIGT/

- PASSPORT
- MARRIAGE
- DRIVING LICENCE
- PROTECTED ADDRESS

-BENEFIT FRAUD
- SERVICES
- CPR

NATURE, ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/NATUR-MILJOE-OG-KLIMA/

- NATURE PROTECTION
- WETLANDS AND LAKES
- WASTE WATER AND RAIN
WATER
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- GROUND POLLUTION, EARTHWORKS AND EARTH REGULATIONS
- LANDSCAPE AND GREEN AREAS
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NEWCOMERS

WWW.SKIVE.DK/SELVBETJENING/

AT MOVETOSKIVE.DK, YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT THE AREA,
FIND SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND GET ADVICE ON A RANGE OF
SERVICES THAT WILL ASSIST YOU IN YOUR ADJUSTMENT TO
LIFE IN DENMARK.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

WWW.SKIVE.DK/KULTUR-NATUR-OG-FRITID/NATUR-OG-FRILUFTSLIV/

- BEACHES AND BLUE FLAG
- SAILING
- HUNTING AND FISHING

SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/SKOLE-OG-UDDANNELSE/

- MUNICIPAL PRIMARY AND
LOWER SECONDARY SCHOOL
- FREE, CONTINUATION AND
FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS

INDEX

SELF-SERVICE

WWW.MOVETOSKIVE.DK

- PATHS
- BIRD TOWERS
- SLEEPING OUT IN THE OPEN

PURE LIFE

- YOUTH SCHOOL
- EDUCATIONAL COUNSELLING
- EDUCATION COUNSIL

TRY OUR DIGITAL SELF-SERVICE. IF YOU NEED HELP,
GUIDANCE OR HAVE QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT
THE DIGITAL HOTLINE AT +45 7020 0000.

TRAFFIC, ROADS AND HARBOURS
WWW.SKIVE.DK/BORGER/TRAFIK-VEJE-OG-HAVNE/

- TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
- PUBLIC TRANSPORT
- ROADS
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- HIGH TIDE
- HARBOURS AND FERRIES
- PARKING

t AFFORESTATION, HALD

For more than 40
years, Skive Municipality
has been a leading player
in the green transition. And
our eco-friendly initiatives
have attracted investments
of more than a billion
kroner to the area.

INFORMATION

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY IS HOME
TO 26 SPORTS CENTRES, 27
FOOTBALL GROUNDS, 18 FITNESS CENTRES AND 14 OUTDOOR TENNIS GROUNDS
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94%

PARENTS WHO CHOOSE
MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
FOR THEIR CHILDREN

22,000
JOBS IN SKIVE MUNICIPALITY

SKIVE IS THE FIRST
MUNICIPALITY IN

THE COUNTRY , TO

TURN ALMOST 100%

OF ALL ORGANIC FERTILISER INTO BIOGAS

180,000
NUMBER OF BOOKS

IN SKIVE LIBRARY

SKIVE MUNICIPALITY HAS BUILT

THE FIRST CO2-NEUTRAL TOWN HALL

IN NORTHERN EUROPE

THE GUIDE IS FINANCIALLY SUPPORTED
BY THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND AND
THE HEADSTART PROJECT.


ABOUT THE BOOK
This is a guide introducing you to everyday life and the various opportunities in the Skive Area. It con-

THE EUROPEAN UNION
The European Social Fund

Investing in your future

READ ABOUT THE MUNICIPALITY AT SKIVE.DK
THE PAGE OFFERS SELF-SERVICE AND THE LATEST NEWS FROM YOUR MUNICIPALITY

tains information on municipal services and offers and suggestions for ways to explore the beautiful
countryside and surroundings. It also offers insight into the local communities, and you will meet citizens who will tell you about their lives in the area.
Published by: Skive Municipality, 2021

FOLLOW RENTLIV.SKIVE.DK
PURE LIFE IS ABOUT COMMUNITIES-BASED GREEN ACTION FOR AN AREA IN BALANCE
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